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The Perfect Getaway For Mom This Mother’s Day

Mother’s Day is a special day for all of us. It is a day to appreciate the hard
work that mom makes for us each day. A Cal Spas hot tub is the perfect treat
for mom since she works so hard each day. It is time to give her space to relax
and reset her mind and body.
We are highlighting the Patio Vista PZ-617T due to the shape, size, and
comfort. This brings an intimate approach to relaxation.
Leaving a modest footprint of 72x72x36. This spa can withhold 130 gallons of
water and operates at 110 volts; this makes it a Plug N Play. Mom can come
home from a long day, lift the spa cover, rest her head on the i-Pillow, relax for
15 minutes, and enjoy the rest of the evening in pure relaxation.
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Control the temperature, filters, and jets with an intuitive LCD oval topside
control. Coming equipped with the Whisper Hot 5.5kW Titanium heater, which
allows the spa to stay at perfect temperatures for decades to come. The 50 sq.
ft. Teleweir Bio Clean Filter System keeps your spa water crystal clear at all
times.
Dress up the spa with Cal Peferred Vertical Cabinet Panels in your choice of
Mahogany, Smoke, and Mist. Pair it with a 4” to 2.5” Spa Cover with the color
choices of Gray or Slate.
The PZ-617T is the perfect spa for mom that fits perfectly on any niche of the
patio. The shape of this spa creates a private oasis that Mom can escape to, on
a daily basis. When the sun goes down, the Multi-Colored LED Light creates a
whimsical ambience.

ABOUT CAL SPAS ®Cal Spas was founded in 1978 as a provider of luxury hot
tubs. Today, the celebrated hot tub giant is world renowned as the #1 Global
Manufacturer of Home Resort Products™. The company produces premium
collections of lifestyle products from its headquarters in Pomona, California
and distributes worldwide through a network of specialty dealers. The Cal
Spas brand family of products includes Cal Spas hot tubs and swim spas.
Cal Flame high-end barbecue grills, outdoor barbecue islands, outdoor
fireplaces and fire pits. Learn about Home Resort Living and find a local
authorized dealer at www.calspas.com.

